
This jointly prepared presentation is intended to provide a 

better understanding of the COR process.  This document 

should be referenced by District Evaluation and Adjustment 

Teams and District Lead Teams when adjusting routes under 

the 2010 Joint Route Adjustment Process [JARAP].

Alan S. Moore Fredric V. Rolando

Manager, LR, USPS HQ President, NALC
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 Introduction to COR

- What it is, where it comes from, 

what it does.

 The COR and JARAP agreements

 How COR works 

- Pre-COR set-up

- What COR does to the data – “Solutions” 

- What to look out for – Red Flags 

- How to make corrections
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COR takes information about the routes in a zone 

(times, volumes, etc) and, based upon internal 

programming and parameters set by the technician,  

proposes  “solutions,” i.e.  ways to adjust the routes, 

realign the zone and create new travel patterns.  

These proposed “solutions” can be modified and 

adjusted by the technician to create routes that are 

compact, efficient, and compliant with the M-39.             
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COR is not just a mapping tool used to manually 

move territory around. 

COR is programmed to “optimize” a delivery zone 

by compacting delivery routes, creating more 

efficient lines of travel and reducing park points 

and relays where possible.  
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Allied time = Street time not spent delivering letter and flat mail. 

For example:  

 Travel to and from route, loading, unloading and gassing vehicle

 Travel within the route (moving from one geographic area to another)   

 Relay time, parcel and accountable deliveries, collections  

 Personal needs, street break and customer contact  

The Team needs to be aware of any 

changes to Allied time. 
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Allied time = Street time not spent delivering letter and flat mail. 

For example:  

 Travel to and from route, loading, unloading and gassing vehicle

 Travel within the route (moving from one geographic area to another)   

 Relay time, parcel and accountable deliveries, collections  

 Personal needs, street break and customer contact  

The Team needs to be aware of any 

changes to Allied time. 
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The USPS and NALC reached agreement on the Joint Alternate Route 

Adjustment Process in April of 2010.  In addition to setting forth evaluation, 

analysis and implementation parameters, as was done in the earlier Modified 

Interim Alternate Route Adjustment Process [JARAP], the parties agreed that:  

“When available Carrier Optimal Routing (COR) will be jointly used by the 

District Evaluation and Adjustment Team as a tool for route optimization and 

adjustment.”

“No components of the COR program or application of the COR process shall be 

inconsistent with the route inspection, evaluation and adjustment process found in 

Chapter 2 of the M-39 Handbook” 
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When Territory is Transferred

 The back of the PS 1840 will indicate, by sector segment, any change in 

street credit from the actual street time used for that sector segment on PS 

Form 3999, including all relay, travel, and other allied time.  

 Any such proposed adjustment to the carrier’s street time must be 

documented and explained by appropriate comments on the reverse of PS 

1840.  For example: 

Territory transferred from Route #2 to Route #4 would be noted by

sector/segment in the “relief” column on the back of Route #2’s 1840 and

in the “addition” column on the back of Route #4’s 1840.

The Team will review the allied times associated with that territory to

determine which should be transferred to Route #4 and which should be

left on Route #2
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When Relays are Moved  

 Old relay times from the existing 3999 (noted as “EXR”) and new 

relay times (noted as “ADJ”) for the proposed adjustment on each 

route are identified on the back of the 1840 by individual as well as 

total relay time.

 The difference in these two times is noted in the relief or addition 

column on the back of the 1840. 

 The DEAT’s will be provided the relevant reports generated by 

COR to review the specifics of the proposed changes to relays or 

relay time. 

 This will help them to make a joint decision regarding these 

changes and provide the necessary documentation needed for the 

adjustment consultation.      
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Allied Time 

 The COR-generated Allied Time Report will be used as a tool to review 

proposals regarding the transfer of Allied Time.

 After the DEAT decides what will be transferred, the report shall be 

used to document any agreed to changes in the adjustment consultation.

 Travel To, Travel From, and Travel Within times must be validated, 

documented and discussed during the carrier consultation. 

 Differences between travel times on the 3999 and the COR proposed 

time will be validated and Team will make a decision regarding the 

change prior to the second consultation. It is not necessary that the 

validation be done jointly.  
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 All Travel To, Travel From and the total of Travel Within times from the 

3999 are noted on the back of the 1840 as EXR - new times are noted as 

ADJ. The difference between them is noted as an addition or relief in the 

appropriate column.  

 The District Team will be provided all relevant reports generated by 

COR to review the specifics of the proposed changes regarding travel 

times so they can jointly make decisions regarding the proposed changes 

and have the necessary documentation for the adjustment consultations. 

 Any change in time from the 3999 due to a new travel pattern must be 

validated and then reviewed by the DEAT so they can make a decision 

regarding the change. The Route Summary Report will be used to aid in 

the validation. 
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 All decisions regarding the evaluations and adjustments of routes, 

including deductions and/or changes proposed by COR, or manually, 

are made jointly by the District Evaluation and Adjustment Team.

 Copies of all data and adjustments will be forwarded to the Lead 

Team who will monitor the implementation of the agreed to 

adjustments and the accurate recording of route data.

 Any items of disagreement will be identified and documented by the 

District Evaluation and Adjustment Team and immediately referred 

to the District Lead Team. 

 If the Lead Team cannot resolve the issue within two days, it will be 

referred to the Area/Regional Team for resolution who will have 

three days to resolve it or advance it to the National Oversight Team. 
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Prepping the Zone for COR

Generating Routes

Transferring Territory

Creating Lines of Travel
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JARAP directs that COR will be used “when available. ” 

That means that it will be used in zones that are COR ready.  

That is:

 All addresses and delivery points are verified and geo-coded [coding by 

latitude and longitude]

 Roadways classified and speed limits documented

 This data is incorporated with the NAVTEQ graphics [mapping graphics]

Teams should check to make sure that no significant changes 

have occurred since the data base was prepared by 

reimporting to DOIS. (new deliveries, demolition, etc.)      
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This is done by COR Technician in preparation for 

the adjustment process

 Data extracted from DOIS

3999 info, 1840 office/street times, 

mail volumes, etc. 

 DPS Density End of Run report (requested from the Plant)

 DPS volume manually input by sector segment
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Team’s should check with local parties to verify that 

the information on the 3999 is accurate BEFORE it 

is entered into COR. 

 Review carrier’s comments from initial consultation

 Seek input from those who know the zone 

 Compare the printout of the original Form 3999, the DOIS 

generated Form 3999, 

the Form 3999 Audit Report, and carrier comments from 

the initial consultation.
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 COR uses the most recent 3999 when making adjustments

 Correct 3999 errors before input to COR

 Make sure the 3999 used is representative. 

 Complete a new one

 Disputes about 3999 accuracy or whether it is 

representative should be elevated to the Lead Team.  
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Teams should ensure that:

 3999’s are “complete” (not partial)

 Allied Time entries are accurate- e.g. Travel within is really travel within and 

not delivery time (such as moving from delivery point to delivery point). 

 Relay times are reasonable and only appear on Park & Loop                                                                   

and foot delivery portions of routes. 

 Travel To and From has been validated (not one minute to go       

3 miles) 

 Watch for excessive backtracking and deadheading entries

 Replenish time on mounted routes was not collected as relay     time.
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Travel Within:

 Park point to park point 

 From one geographic area to another without delivery

 Not for walking deadheads 

 Not for driving from CBU to CBU in the same complex

 Not for driving between dismounted (car-hop) deliveries 
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 Relay Time 

 For Park and Loop and Foot delivery portions only 

 Begins when travel within ends and replenishment (replenishing the satchel) 

begins, or..

 When the carrier arrives back at the vehicle (or relay box) to replenish the 

satchel for the next Park and Loop Relay and unlocks the vehicle (or relay 

box).

 Relay time ends when the carrier locks the vehicle/box. 

 Not when replenishing trays and/or moving trays in the vehicle on curbline 

and dismount routes.  

 DCD data for this time should be recorded as “Miscellaneous Other”  and 

notated as “Replenishment Time” since the DCD does not have a 

Replenishment Time designation. 

 Time associated as Replenishment Time is allied time, and should be retained 

as a permanent part of the route.
21
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Carrier spends 18 mins 

servicing 52 deliveries at an 

CBU at 2365 NE 173rd

Carrier spends 22 mins 

servicing 52 deliveries at an 

CBU at 2375 NE 173rd. 

Let’s Take a Closer Look 

√
√
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Note relay time and travel 

within changes 

Here are the “relays” from 

the previous slide that were 

missed on the 3999

M-01731
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3999 Audit Trail Report

This lists any changes made to the 3999.

1 = Entry on original 3999

2 = Changed entry  

Obtain original 3999. Any changes should be reviewed and 

verified    

1

2

3

ASK: 

1)   6 “made” business deliveries to 36663 Woodward Ave deleted. Why? 

2) :43 on 701-799 Lakeview Ave. Why? Where’s the changed entry?

3) :09 added to Street Break Time. Why? 

4) :43 seconds added to Vehicle Unload. Why?   
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3999 Audit Trail Report

This lists any changes made to the 3999.

1 = Entry on original 3999

2 = Changed entry  

Obtain original 3999. Any changes should be reviewed and 

verified    

1

2

3

ASK: 

1)   6 “made” business deliveries to 36663 Woodward Ave deleted. Why? 

2) :43 on 701-799 Lakeview Ave. Why? Where’s the changed entry?

3) :09 added to Street Break Time. Why? 

4) :43 seconds added to Vehicle Unload. Why?   
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-
Here you see the entry for #1 -

There are no “Business 

Deliveries Made” entries for 

36663 Woodward Ave.

This should be compared with 

the original 3999 and the Audit 

Trail. 

The “After” 3999 showing the changed entries
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4

3

2

This page of the 3999 

shows the rest of the 

changes that were made.

#2 shows the time used on 

701-799 Lakeview Ave as 

3:35. 

#3 and #4 show the  street 

break and vehicle unload 

times. 

These should be compared 

to the original 3999 and the 

Audit Trail.
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JARAP requires that data integrity issues be addressed before 

evaluation and adjustments are made

Local Office Contacts should advise the DEAT of any issues of data 

integrity such as:

 Altered time records

 MODS code changes

 Improper work hour transfers

Days that are not representative should be excluded or given proper 

time credit.
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 The District Evaluation and Adjustment Team will be working with a 

COR Technician who should know the system.  

 The COR Technician is there to make the necessary inputs and to 

explain any aspect of the COR program/process that the Team needs 

to make decisions regarding the proposed adjustments.

 The COR Technician will conduct 

such duties at the joint direction 

of the District Team. 
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COR can produce a number of reports that will help 

the Team adjust routes. Some of these are:

 Existing Route Summary

 Route Relations Summary

 Territory Transfer Summary Report

 Adjusted Route Summary

 Line of Travel Report

 Allied Time Report
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This report should be printed first, 

as it is a summary of the zone and 

each route in the zone as they 

exist before any changes are 

made. 

This is the “BEFORE” picture of 

the routes/zone. 

You will compare this to the 

Adjusted Route Summary after 

COR optimizes the zone. 

It is suggested that the Team jointly come to agreement on the number 

of full-time and auxiliary routes that the zone can support and compare 

this with what COR proposes.
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This is the total 

time for the 

zone should 

match the  

DOIS time 

This is the total Allied 

Time for the zone.  

COR is going to 

focus on this.

These are the 

times for the 

individual routes 

and should 

match the DOIS 

times

Existing

Route 

Summary
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Editing the Existing Route 

Summary

These times should be whatever 

the DEAT team has agreed the 

evaluated office and street times 

should be. 

These times should match the 

times agreed to by the DEAT 

team for each route in the zone.

The Existing Route Summary 

Report should be printed.

If changes are made to any of 

these times, a new Existing 

Route Summary Report should 

be generated and printed and 

compared with the one created 

after the routes are adjusted in 

COR.
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Once the data for the zone is imported to COR the Technician (at the 

Team’s direction) will select certain preferences which set the parameters 

by which COR does it’s work. 

Based on these selections, COR will propose a “solution” realigning the 

zone. It is meant to be a starting point – not a final product.   

Changing these preferences will produce                   different solutions. If 

the initial solution                           is unworkable, the preferences can be                       

changed to generate another solution.  
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Office Transfer 

Mode 

Average Office Time Per Delivery

Number of possible deliveries for each blockface transferred x 

the office time factor (agreed to office time/ #of deliveries) for the 

relieved (losing) carrier. 

Standard

The standard office casing and pull down time [18-8-70 ] applied to 

the

cased volume for each blockface transferred 
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Office Transfer 

Mode 

Demonstrated Performance of Relieved Carrier

Standard office time associated with each blockface

transferred x the demonstrated performance of the relieved 

carrier 

% Office - % of Average Office Time to Average Total Time

If Avg Office time = 2 hour, Average Street = , then the office

time factor is .33 of street time.    
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Volume Coverage
Select either:

o Full Coverage 

o Non-Full coverage  

This will be used by COR when forming new park and loop or walking 

routes. 

The length of a relay/loop is limited 

by the volume in the loop. 

Selecting “full coverage” adds a flat and its 

projected weight to every possible delivery.     
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Select Auxiliary 

Location

COR allows you to choose 

where an auxiliary route will 

be located within the 

delivery area.

After choosing the command: 

Select Auxiliary Location a 

small window will appear 

which asks you to click on a 

street segment in the area you 

want the auxiliary route to 

go.

40

Auxiliary route 

goes here
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Vacant / Auxiliary Routes

If you anticipate losing routes, 

this setting is used to control the 

order in which routes are eliminated.  

You will select them by current 

route number. 

Generally, you will list them in the following order:

1. Auxiliary Routes

2. Vacant Routes 

3. Other routes by juniority

You may also target a route(s) for elimination 

based upon other factors. 
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The route generation process will create new routes based upon a set of 

criteria to be determined by the Technician/Team. 

One of the first things COR wants to know is whether the new alignment 

will consider all routes or only selected routes.  The Team may chose to 

only include certain routes in the territory realignment, or it may select all 

of them.  

In most JARAP scenarios, 

the “All” routes setting will be chosen. 
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Route Generation Settings

 Next, COR will ask the Technician/Team to select the 

settings by which the routes will be generated.

43

This is an example, not

necessarily what the 

Teams should select.)
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 Create Routes Based On: 

Time or number of routes

 Allows you to decide whether to create routes based on an amount of time 

or on a number of routes for the unit.  

 If you choose “time,” all routes will be adjusted to the time you select and 

the remaining time left over may become an auxiliary route.  

 If you choose to generate routes based on “number of routes,” COR will 

divide this number into the total time for the zone and adjust all routes to 

that time.  This is an option that is the exception to the norm.  Using this 

option may result in routes that are way over or way under eight hours 

and may increase the possibility of a domino effect on the routes 

occuring.             
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 Add an Extra Route?     ( Y/N )

Relevant only if you create routes based on time and choose “No” to Use 

an Auxiliary Route..  

If you are not using an auxiliary route, you may either:

1. Distribute the “extra” work over the full routes        (making each one 

slightly higher than the desired route time) or,

2. Add an extra route to the zone (causing each of the routes to have 

slightly less time than the desired route time).  

Choosing “Yes” will add one additional route in place of the auxiliary. 

Choosing “No” will keep the number of routes and spread the extra time 

across those routes.
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 Maximum Round Trip Walking Time 

Between Service (MM:SS) 

This setting tells COR the maximum amount of time without service 

(walking without making any deliveries) that is preferable to returning to 

the vehicle.  [on a Park and loop or walking protion of a route]
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Click              to start the process
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 COR is not intended to produce a finished product by itself.

 It is meant to offer a proposal or a “solution” that generally needs to 

be edited or adjusted by the COR Technician.  

 Don’t expect COR to do your work for you. 

You are only looking for a solution that you 

can work with. You may have to create several                 solutions 

before you find one you like. 

In JARAP, the Team must jointly agree                   how this will be 

done and directs the                    Technician to make it happen. 
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COR will produce a new route map for the zone based upon the MIARAP data and 

the setting and parameters you selected.

In all likelihood you will not get a solution that needs no revision. 

Review the map to see if this

solution is something you can 

work with. If not, you can save

the “solution”, then go back and

change some of the parameters  

to see if you get a more desirable

solution.

49
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50

Routes are 

color coded
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RS (temp) 

Route 

Numbers

(*) The route numbers as they 

appear on the new map

The percentage of 

deliveries that were 

taken (or remain) from 

the old route  

The number of 

deliveries that were 

moved (or remain) 

from the old route

This report shows how 

much each route was 

changed and where the 

territory came from.

The Route Relations 

Summary Report is the 

first report reviewed after 

COR makes a “solution”
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RS (temp) 

Route 

Numbers

(*) The route numbers as they 

appear on the new map

The percentage of 

deliveries that were 

taken (or remain) from 

the old route  

The number of 

deliveries that were 

moved (or remain) 

from the old route

This report shows how 

much each route was 

changed and where the 

territory came from.

The Route Relations 

Summary Report is the 

first report reviewed after 

COR makes a “solution”
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Territory 

Transfer 

Summary

These columns show the 

number of deliveries that 

were on the existing (old) 

route and the delivery time 

this represents, how many of 

these remain on the model 

(adjusted) route, and what 

percentage of the old route 

this represents  

M-01731
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Territory 

Transfer 

Summary

M-01731
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Changing Route 

Numbers

Use the Edit Route 

Assignments screen to change 

route numbers. 

You can swap the assignment 

for an RS Route number and an 

Existing Route number. 

Click and hold the Exist Route 

entry, then drag it to the new 

position and release it.  

You may also swap routes with 

the Unassigned Exist Routes 

list.

The [Confirm Swap] window 

will appear. Click  to confirm 

the change.
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Once you have a solution you can 

work with, territory can be moved 

around by using the Transfer 

Toolbox.
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The gaining route is 

identified then the 

area on the map 

where the territory 

transfer is being 

considered is 

highlighted on the 

screen so it can  be 

zoomed in.  

Transferring Territory 

Between Routes Using 

the Transfer Toolbox 

Note the 

dashed line  
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Click on the streets to be 

moved. A box will pop up 

showing the DOIS printed 

3999 time for the selected 

territory just clicked. 

The totals for the segments to 

be transferred appear in 

parentheses.  

58

The Route Statistics window displays the 

Street Time, Office Time, Route Time, 

Priority Time and Possible Deliveries that 

each route will have if you make the 

swaps in the blockface transfer list. 
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Select the blockfaces you 

wish to transfer. The 

number of deliveries, 

street times and office 

times are provided for 

each one selected.  

Click Apply Changes to 

apply the blockface swaps 

in the blockface transfer 

list.

Click                to confirm the swap
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The Route Statistics window  shows the 

current route time for each route along with 

other relevant data. This includes  the 

territory transfer you just performed.

60

After making changes, review the results closely 

to make sure that: 

Verify 100-block splits are acceptable

No Plus -4’s tagged to more than one route. 
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********************************************************************************

*                         Verify Plus4 on Single Route                         *

*                                                                              *

*                                 Zone = 32809                                 *

*                                                                              *

*                           Tues Jan 20 13:20:11 2005                          *

********************************************************************************

The following Plus4s have been tagged to street records assigned to different

routes:

Plus4 Route Adj PD Street ID Side NDS Name                        NDS Range 

----- ----- ------ --------- ---- ----------------------------- -----------

5919  C019   1     130059989  R   PLATO AVE                      801 - 899

C019   1     130059989  R                                   

C019   1     130059989  R                                   

C019   1     130059989  R                                   

C019   1     130059989  R                                   

C022   1     130060856  R                                   

Plus4 Route Adj PD Street ID Side NDS Name                        NDS Range 

----- ----- ------ --------- ---- ----------------------------- -----------

5997  C022   1     130115824  R   W LANCASTER RD                 800 - 800

C041   1     130060153  L                                   

Plus4 Route Adj PD Street ID Side NDS Name                        NDS Range 

----- ----- ------ --------- ---- ----------------------------- -----------

6452  C016   1     130059106  R   VOLTAIRE DR                    6900 - 6998

C016   1     130059106  R                                   

C016   1     130059106  R                                   

C016   1     130059106  R                                   

C022   1     130059132  R                                   

C022   1     130059132  R                                   

Note: The street records containing the Plus4 values identified in this

report have been selected and added to the set "Plus4/Route Conflicts".

Total number of Plus4's found on different routes = 3.
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********************************************************************************

*    USPS Delivery Routing System - Verify Hundred Blocks on a Single Route    *

*                                                                              *

*                                 Zone = 32809                                 *

*                                                                              *

*                           Tues Jan 20 13:20:11 2005                          *

********************************************************************************

The following Hundred Blocks were assigned to different routes:            

Name                                  Block Side Route  Street ID   Low Addr High Addr

----- ------- ---- ----- ---------- -------- ---------

BROCKBANK DR                           7300 Odd  C009   130115743       7301      7307

BROCKBANK DR                           7300 Odd  C019   130058732       7309      7399

----- ------- ---- ----- ---------- -------- ---------

JORDAN AVE                              800 Even C022   130115851        800       802

JORDAN AVE                              800 Even C019   130059064        820       862

JORDAN AVE                              800 Even C019   130059119        804       818

JORDAN AVE                              800 Odd  C022   130115851        801       801

JORDAN AVE                              800 Odd  C019   130059064        817       863

JORDAN AVE                              800 Odd  C019   130059119        803       815

Note: The street records in this report were added to the new

"Hundred Block Conflicts" selection set.

Total Number of Hundred Blocks found on different routes = 4.

Move territory 

using the Transfer 

Toolbox to resolve 

100-block splits  
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Generate Lines of Travel

Relays and/or lines of travel can be 

adjusted by resetting the parameters and 

running another solution.  

This is where you can set individual 

parameters for each route. 

64

Choose the routes you want 

to create lines of travel. 

It is suggested that you do 

them one at a time. 
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 Maximum Volume of Mail Per Relay (lbs)

Select the maximum number of pounds COR should use on any given 

relay.  

The greater the weight selected, the longer and fewer the relays will be. 

Don’t forget to consider the impact that full coverages will 

have on the length of relays. 

Also consider the availability of comfort stops 

and restaurants.

65
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Generate Lines of Travel

Relays and/or lines of travel can be 

adjusted by resetting the parameters and 

running another solution.  

This is where you can set individual 

parameters for each route. 

66

Choose the routes you want 

to create lines of travel. 

It is suggested that you do 

them one at a time. 
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Click              to start line of travel generation. 

When the procedure completes, the Show Line of     travel

selection window will appear. 

OK

67

Since you only generated one 

line of travel only one route is 

listed. 

Click on that route and click 

“OK.”.
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Line of Travel Map

Zoom 

Here
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Using this option, COR will 

trace the line of travel thru 

the route.  

Trace Line of Travel Controls

Forward One-Step

Start Automatic Trace 

Stop Trace

Back One-Step     

Displays blockface being traced. 

The window changes as the path is traced.
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Park 

Points

Line of Travel

Line of Travel - Map
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You can:
 Move/add relay and 

park points

 Reverse travel direction

 Change from walking to 

driving (and vice versa)

 Reset to “original” state – what it was before you 

began to edit

71
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************************************************************************

•Line of Travel Report                       *

* Date: Thurs Jan 22      Zone 32809, Route C009                Page: 1*

************************************************************************

Directions                            STREET NAME             Route  

Deliv.

(Address Range)          Time  Mode  

------------------------------------ ---------------------- ----- -----

-

Depart from post office along         S ORANGE AVE             0:00        

Make a U-turn at the end of the block                          0:00        

Continue along                        S ORANGE AVE             0:00        

Turn right onto                       SAND LAKE RD             0:01        

Continue along                        SAND LAKE RD             0:01        

Turn right onto                       VOLTAIRE DR              0:03        

Continue along                        VOLTAIRE DR              0:04        

Turn left onto                        EVANGELINE AVE           0:04        

Turn left onto                        CHAUCER LN               0:05        

Go straight onto                      DICKENS AVE              0:05        

Park vehicle and begin walking

START RELAY 1

Leave park point and head onto      CHESTERTON AVE           0:05        

---> Service on the right         (1101-1199)              0:05  Walk  

Continue along                      CHESTERTON AVE           0:07        

---> Service on the right         (1201-1299)              0:07  Walk  

Continue along                      CHESTERTON AVE           0:08        

---> Service on the right         (1301-1399)              0:08  Walk  

Turn right onto                     SKYVIEW DR               0:10        

Cross and return the opposite side                           0:11        
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Route 

Summary 

Report

This report is a 

summary of each 

route listing the 

number of deliveries, 

office and street 

times, etc. 

It also displays Allied 

Time Details.

************************************************************************

*                          Route Summary Report                        *

* Date: Sun Jan 18              Zone 32809                      Page: 1*

************************************************************************

Office Transfer Mode: Demonstrated Performance by Relieved Carrier

Volumes: Non Full Coverage

Possible  Allied  Street  Office  Priority  Total  

Route Deliveries  Time    Time    Time    Time     Time    

----- ---------- ------ ------ ------ ------- -----

C005         0    00:16  -00:12   00:12   00:00    00:00  

C009       346    03:24   06:34   01:31   00:00    08:05  

C014       848    01:57   05:02   02:12   01:45    07:14  

C016       409    01:36   06:49   01:22   03:01    08:11  

C019       271    03:43   06:20   01:52   00:00    08:12  

C022       414    01:35   06:28   01:56   00:00    08:24  

C024         0   -00:55  -00:45   00:45   00:00    00:00  

C025       673    01:41   05:49   02:10   00:27    07:59  

C028         0   -00:32  -00:29   00:29   00:00    00:00  

C038         0    00:41  -00:06   00:06   00:00    00:00  

C041         0    00:32   00:01  -00:01   00:00    00:00  

Allied Time Details (MM:SS):

----------------------------

Route    Loading  Travel To  Travel From  Travel Within  Deadhead  Relay

Time       Time        Time          Time        Time    Time 

----- ------- ---------- ---------- ------------- -------- -----

C005      00:00      00:00       00:00         00:00       00:00   00:00

C009      14:47      05:52       06:25         04:26       20:37   07:27

C014      18:51      00:06       02:38         26:45       06:38   02:10

C016      10:32      03:05       04:01         11:27       10:54   09:50

C019      22:06      05:09       05:16         02:20       12:47   11:26

C022      14:13      04:28       05:25         03:50       23:47   19:28

C024      00:00      00:00       00:00         00:00       00:00   00:00

C025      35:24      03:12       03:37         10:50       02:20   00:40

C028      00:00      00:00       00:00         00:00       00:00   00:00

C038      00:00      00:00       00:00         00:00       00:00   00:00

C041      00:00      00:00       00:00         00:00       00:00   00:00
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Park Locations:

---------------

Route        Park Cnt Relay Cnt

----- -------- ---------

C009              3          5

C014              1          1

C016              2          4

C019              3          7

C022              4          7

C025              1          1

ROUTE C009

----------

** Park vehicle at the end of DICKENS AVE after 1099 **

Start relay      1 7015   1105 CHESTERTON AVE         

Start relay      2 7027   7709 TENNYSON ST            

Start relay      3 7027   7713 TENNYSON ST            

** Park vehicle at the end of BROCKBANK DR after 7309 **

Start relay      4 6349   7324 BROCKBANK DR           

** Park vehicle at the end of FORESTER AVE after 1100 **

Start relay      5 6355   7618 BROCKBANK DR           

ROUTE C014

----------

** Park vehicle at W LANCASTER RD & CALYPSO DR **

Start relay      1 4934   6419 CALYPSO DR             

ROUTE C016

----------

** Park vehicle along BOICE ST between 6498 & 6598 **

Start relay      1 5811   6426 BOICE ST               

Start relay      2 5855   1210 PLATO AVE              

Start relay      3 5812   6504 BOICE ST               

** Park vehicle at FORESTER AVE & PRECOURT DR **

Start relay      4 6450   6941 PRECOURT DR            

Route Summary 

Report 

Lists the number of 

park points and relays  

for each route. 

Also displays the location 

of each park point and the 

beginning point of each 

relay. 
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How Relay Time is Calculated in COR

The average time per relay is calculated for each route:  

Total Relay Time ÷ Number of Relays 

= Average Time per relay 

For example, the 3999 shows: 

10 relays at 5 mins and 10 relays at 3 mins. 

Average relay time (10x5) + (10x3) = 80 min/20 relays =

4 minutes per relay. 
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 Route #1 has 20 relays averaging 3 mins per relay. 

 Some of Route #1 gets transferred to Route #2, whose average relay time 

is 4 minutes.

 COR optimizes Route #1 and figures that it needs only 15 relays after the 

adjustment.  COR would credit each relay with 3 minutes.

 COR computes that Route #2 will need 3 relays on the territory picked up 

from Route #1.  COR would credit each of those relays with 4 minutes 

because that’s the average relay time for the carrier on the gaining route.  

 **********************************************************

The Local Contacts should provide the DEAT with the apropos info if there is some 

idiosyncrasy on a route that would prevent that estimation from being accurate so 

that the DEAT can appropriately adjust the time[s], where needed.
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Note: Some 

eliminated routes 

still have office 

and/or street 

time.  Why?

This report shows   

approximately 9 hours less 

in the zone than existed 

before COR adjusted the 

routes. Where did it go?  

A: Some of the loss is 

expected as 4 routes were 

abolished  (loading time, 

breaks, travel to and from, 

etc). 

If a significant amount of 

time is taken out, Teams 

must check to find out why. 

This is the 

“AFTER” picture of 

the routes/zone     

Eliminated Routes 

show zero 

possible 

deliveries

Compare these 

values to those on 

the Existing Route 

Summary 

Adjusted Route Summary
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Note: Some 

eliminated routes 

still have office 

and/or street 

time.  Why?

This report shows   

approximately 9 hours less 

in the zone than existed 

before COR adjusted the 

routes. Where did it go?  

A: Some of the loss is 

expected as 4 routes were 

abolished  (loading time, 

breaks, travel to and from, 

etc). 

If a significant amount of 

time is taken out, Teams 

must check to find out why. 

This is the 

“AFTER” picture of 

the routes/zone     

Eliminated Routes 

show zero 

possible 

deliveries

Compare these 

values to those on 

the Existing Route 

Summary 

Adjusted Route Summary
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The Allied Time Details 

shows the loading, travel 

to, from, within, deadhead 

and relay times for each 

route after the 

adjustments.  

Abolished routes 

should show all zeros

Any changes from the 

Existing Route Summary 

must be documented on 

the 1840 reverse and 

verified.  
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This was the 

accountable and 

parcel time for 

addresses that 

were moved to 

other routes

Parcel and 

accountable time 

for addresses that 

stayed on the 

existing route. 

Allied Time Detail 

Report shows the 

parcel and accountable 

times that were moved 

off the route and what 

stayed.   

Block 

Ranges
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The Team decides to 

move this Allied Time 

with the territory   
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C030

C078

C079

Click Here

Then, 

Click Here

Add 1:00 Here

Add 2:00 Here

To move 

this Allied 

Time…

A

B

C
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 COR recalculates driving times (travel 

to and from and travel within) based 

upon speed limits input.

 COR will generate reduced relays and 

vehicle moves based on satchel weight 

(Max Volume/Relay) 

 COR does not automatically transfer 

parcels and accountables

 Teams need to verify that allied time 

changes are documented and legitimate 

and reaccredited when necessary. 

Remember, “COR Targets Allied Time.”
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In Reports and Plots, go 

to: 

Print Back Side of 1840

Select the route to print, 

click “OK” 
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When transferring territory, the back of the PS 1840 will indicate by 

sector segment, any change in street credit from the actual street time 

used for that sector segment on PS Form 3999, including all relay, 

travel, allied time, etc. 

“Any such proposed 

adjustments to the 

carrier’s street time must 

be documented and 

explained by appropriate 

comments on the reverse 

of the PS 1840.”
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Editing Allied Time Comments on 1840 Reverse 

Go to [Reports and Plots] select:  

Edit Allied Time Comments
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Type in comments explaining changes to Allied time 

Travel to, Travel From, Load, Unload 

eliminated because route was abolished 

All Accountable and Parcel Time transferred 

to gaining route. Check other routes’ 1840’s 

to make sure this  happened 
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Note changes to 

Relay Time, Travel 

To, Travel From, 

Travel Within  
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 Click on the Allied Time box for a route, and the [Allied Time] window will appear. 

Notice that the Relay Time, Travel To, and Travel From values have been provided by 

the COR routing process. 

 Click on the Other Time box and the [Other Time] window will appear. 

 Click on the Add’nl Time box and the [Additional Time] window will appear. 

 Adjustments to these times should be entered when the DEAT believes it would be 

appropriate, based on valid input to them. 
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Travel to and from the route as well as travel within the route must be 

validated, documented and discussed with the carrier during 

consultation. 

The actual time should be taken from the 3999 unless a new pattern is 

created during the adjustment process and that must be validated.

The intent is for the letter carrier to be aware of any proposed time 

adjustments to the route’s base street time and/or to the street time 

being transferred.    

The DEAT should insure that new times are 

validated on a representative day and time.
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 You will need to create a new 

route map for the Local 

Contacts to have at the 

adjustment consultation.  

 Double click Create New 

Route Map from the 

Command menu in the 

[COR: Route Adjustment] 

window.
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For each route:

 1840 reverse

 Line of Travel Report

 New Route Map

 Full Route Summary Report

 Territory Transfer Summary Report

 New Zone Map

 Adjustment Consultation Script
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Allied and Other times 

can be changed by 

using the Adjusted 

Route Summary 

Editor.

Click on the Allied 

Time box for the route 

use want to work on.  
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 Local Office Contacts

 Perform adjustment consultations

 Return adjustment consultation forms and 1840 Reverse with the 

carrier’s comments 

District Evaluation and Adjustment Team

 Review comments - make changes as necessary

 COR Technician transfers data back to DOIS

 DOIS transfers data to AMS
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